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dynamo: interplay btw (differential) rotation & (cyclonic) convection 
generate toroidal from poloidal fields & vice versa @ base of CZ 

theory almost completely tailored on one single star - how general? 
models unable to fit all observations (eg poloidal vs toroidal field) 

> explore other magnetic stars 

the quest for magnetic stars

do we really understand the magnetic Sun? 

what is the origin of magnetic fields in stars?
contemporaneous fields produced through MHD processes : dynamo 

remnants from earlier evolutionary phase : fossil 
> explore magnetic stars throughout HR diagram  

what is the impact of magnetic fields on stars?
in MS stars : magnetic energy << kinetic energy << gravitational energy 

same orders of magnitude in molecular clouds 
> magnetic fields in young stars & accretion discs 



The origin of stellar magnetic fields (1/2)

Adapted from Reiners (2008)
star sketches credit J. Bennett et al.

High-mass star:
Simple steady field

Â Fossil field ?

Partly convective star:
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temporal evolutions

Â Solar-type dynamo

Fully convective star:
No tachocline

Â Non-solar dynamo
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eg : emission in optical & UV spectral lines > chromospheres & coronae 
eg : regular photometric variability > cool spots & bright faculae 

detected in all low-mass stars (ie w/ outer CZ) 
correlates w/ rotation rate > attributed to dynamo fields

magnetic proxies: activity
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eg : emission in optical & UV spectral lines > chromospheres & coronae 
eg : regular photometric variability > cool spots & bright faculae 

detected in all low-mass stars (ie w/ outer CZ) 
correlates w/ rotation rate > attributed to dynamo fields

magnetic proxies: activity

magnetic fields
need to properly estimate fields themselves rather than proxies 

study how they vary with stellar parameters 
work out impact on stellar physics & evolution

fields of low-mass stars



discovered in 1896 by Pieter Zeeman (Nobel prize 1902) 
magnetic field of the Sun & the solar dynamo by GE Hale (1908) 

> explore fields of stars other than the Sun

measuring magnetic fields

Zeeman effect on spectral lines



Pieter Zeeman : Nobel price 1902

the Zeeman effect



to the magnetic field vector, both components are circularly polarized but in opposite directions.
If the line of sight is perpendicular (transverse field) to the magnetic field, the �-components are
linearly polarized in the direction perpendicular to the polarization of the ⇡-component.

It is important to realize that measurements of longitudinal and transerve fields as seen in
circular and linear polarization, and also field measurements from unpolarized light are usually
not identical to the real surface magnetic field because of the measuring principles discussed here.
For the following, I will speak of longitudinal fields if magnetic fields are derived from circular
polarization. This includes results from Stokes V magnetic maps, which combine observational
information of longitudinal fields visible at di↵erent epochs.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Schematic view of Zeeman splitting. (a) The upper level in the example is split into
three levels producing three spectral lines that are separated. (b) Polarization of the ⇡ and �

components.

2.1.3 The Stokes vectors

For the characterization of a magnetic field, the measurement of intensity in di↵erent polarization
states can be of great advantage. This is immediately clear from Figure 2b since the di↵erent
Zeeman components are polarized in a characteristic fashion. A commonly used system are the
Stokes components I, Q, U, and V (Stokes, 1852) defined in the following sense:

I = l + $
Q = l � $
U = &- � .%
V =  � �

Stokes I is just the integrated (unpolarized) light. Stokes Q and U measure the two directions of
linear polarization, and Stokes V measures circular polarization. Note that Stokes Q and U are
the di↵erences between two linearly polarized beams with perpendicular directions of polarization.
The components measured in Stokes U are rotated by 45° with respect to the components measured
in Stokes Q; directions of Q and U are not defined in an absolute sense but require the definition
of a frame of reference, in which polarization is measured. For a very readable introduction to
Stokes vectors and alternative forms the reader is referred to Tinbergen (1996).

Stokes vectors are useful in astronomy because perpendicular circular and linear polarization
states can be measured with relatively straightforward instrumentation. The representation of
astronomical polarization measurements is usually done in terms of Stokes vectors. The problem
we are concerned with, however, is under what circumstances the magnetic field of a star can be
recovered from measurements of the Stokes vectors. If solar magnetic fields are a good example for
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the Zeeman effect on the Sun

https://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/movies/HathawayMovie.avi 



the solar dynamo
aligned 

dipole @ solar 
minimum

complex 
large-scale field @ 

solar maximum



the solar dynamo

Animations available at : https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/11419



the solar dynamo
differential 

rotation : poloidal > 
toroidal

turbulence & 
flows: toroidal > 

poloidal



discovered in 1896 by Pieter Zeeman (Nobel prize 1902) 
magnetic field of the Sun & the solar dynamo by GE Hale (1908) 

> explore fields of stars other than the Sun

measuring magnetic fields

Zeeman effect on spectral lines

Zeeman spectroscopy: field strength & coverage
differential broadening / intensification of spectral lines   

> field strength & fractional coverage - no information on topology  
> small-scale field detected in KM dwarfs & PMS stars  
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Figure 15: Magnetic field measurement using the empirical method of Reiners and Basri (2006).
The black histogram shows the spectrum of Gl 729. The red and blue lines are scaled spectra of the
active star EV Lac and the inactive star GJ 1002, respectively. The green line is an interpolation
between the red (Bf = 3.9 kG) and blue (0 kG) lines yielding a field strength of Bf = 2.2 kG for
Gl 729 (from Reiners and Basri, 2007, reproduced by permission of the AAS).

type in Figure 16. The field strengths of young, early-M and field mid- and late-M dwarfs are
on the order of a few kG. This is the main results from Zeeman analysis and consistently found
using di↵erent indicators (at least in mid-M dwarfs). Compared to the Sun, the average magnetic
field hence is larger by two to three orders of magnitude, an observational result that must have
severe implications for our understanding of low-mass stellar activity. It is not clear whether our
picture of a star with spots more or less distributed over the stellar surface is actually valid in
M dwarfs. If, for example, 50% of the surface of a star with a mean magnetic field of 4 kG is
covered with a “quiet” photosphere and low magnetic field, the other half of the star must have a
field strength as large as ⇠ 8 kG. The two components of the stellar surface on such a star probably
have very di↵erent temperatures and properties, and the definition of e↵ective temperature must
be considerably di↵erent from the temperature of the “quiet” photosphere.

In early-M dwarfs (M3 and earlier), magnetic fields were found in young stars that are still
rapidly rotating. Since old, early-M dwarfs in the field are generally slowly rotating and inactive
there has been no search for magnetic fields in any large sample of them. Typical field values can
be expected to be on the level of a few hundred Gauss and less, which is di�cult to detect with
Stokes I Zeeman measurements. Many mid- and late-M stars are rapidly rotating and fields of
kG-strength are ubiquitously found among them.

3.1.3 Pre-main sequence stars and young brown dwarfs

Magnetic fields of pre-main sequence stars are of particular interest because accretion of circum-
stellar material onto the stellar surface is believed to be controlled by the stellar magnetic field
(e.g., Bouvier et al., 2007). Evidence for accretion is observed in pre-main sequence stars of very
di↵erent mass including young brown dwarfs. Field strengths predicted from several models of
magnetospheric accretion are on the order of several kG for T Tauri stars, and a few hundred
Gauss for young brown dwarfs (Johns-Krull et al., 1999b; Reiners et al., 2009b). On top of this, at
young ages, magnetic fields may be generated by a dynamo like in older, sun-like stars (in contrast
to fossil fields), but the dynamo would probably operate similar to the one in low-mass M-type
dwarfs because pre-main sequence stars are still fully convective. On the other hand, at ages of a
few Myr, primordial fields may still be present and not (yet) dissipated. Magnetic fields in pre-main
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discovered in 1896 by Pieter Zeeman (Nobel prize 1902) 
magnetic field of the Sun & the solar dynamo by GE Hale (1908) 

> explore fields of stars other than the Sun

measuring magnetic fields

Zeeman effect on spectral lines

Zeeman spectroscopy: field strength & coverage
differential broadening / intensification of spectral lines   

> field strength & fractional coverage - no information on topology  
> small-scale field detected in KM dwarfs & PMS stars  

spectropolarimetry: large-scale topologies
polarisation of spectral lines  

> large-scale fields detected & mapped throughout HR diagram  
> w/ ESPaDOnS@3.6m-CFHT, NARVAL@2m-TBL, HARPSPol@3.6m-ESO   



circular polarization sensitive to line-of-sight (longitudinal) B component 
linear polarization sensitive to transverse B component  

cancelation from nearby opposite polarities 
> insensitive to small-scale bipolar groups

polarization in line profiles

Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD)
small circular polarization Zeeman signatures : 1%-0.01% of unpolarized flux 

linear polarization signatures much smaller than circular ones 
extract polarisation information from up to 10,000 lines  

> LSD Zeeman signatures

Zeeman spectropolarimetry
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Zeeman spectropolarimetry



NARVAL@TBL 

ESPaDOnS@CFHT 

Zeeman spectropolarimetry



Zeeman spectropolarimetry

rotational modulation & long-term variability
use temporal series collected over >1 rotation cycle 

> large-scale topology (w/ tomographic imaging) 
> rotation, period, surface differential rotation & activity cycles

circular polarization sensitive to line-of-sight (longitudinal) B component 
linear polarization sensitive to transverse B component  

cancelation from nearby opposite polarities 
> insensitive to small-scale bipolar groups

polarization in line profiles

Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD)
small circular polarization Zeeman signatures : 1%-0.01% of unpolarized flux 

linear polarization signatures much smaller than circular ones 
extract polarisation information from up to 10,000 lines  

> LSD Zeeman signatures



Zeeman-Doppler imaging (ZDI)

rotational modulation of Zeeman signature (Doppler effect) 
> recover spot location & field orientation

use spectropolarimetric series... 



Doppler effect

Zeeman-Doppler imaging (ZDI)

Animations available at : 
http://www.ast.obs-mip.fr/article.php3?id_article=457



rotational modulation of Zeeman signature (Doppler effect) 
> recover spot location & field orientation

use spectropolarimetric series... 

...and extrapolate it outwards
assume potential field topology (lowest energy state) 

> get 3D image of stellar magnetosphere

...to reconstruct the large-scale topology...
use spherical harmonics decomposition & tomographic imaging 

line profile modelling using Unno-Rachkovsky’s equations 
> infer magnetic topology : poloidal & toroidal components 

> works well for slow rotators as well

Zeeman-Doppler imaging (ZDI)
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TTS V2129 Oph

Zeeman-Doppler imaging (ZDI)



Stokes V 
profiles vs rotation 

phase

Dynamo & accretion processes of V2129 Oph 11

Figure 6. Maps of the radial, azimuthal and meridional components of the magnetic field B (first and third rows, left to right panels
respectively), photospheric brightness and excess Ca ii IRT emission (second and fourth rows, first and second panels respectively) at
the surface of V2129 Oph in 2009 July (two upper rows) and 2005 June (two lower rows). Magnetic fluxes are labelled in G; local
photospheric brightness (normalized to that of the quiet photosphere) varies from 1 (no spot) to 0 (no light); local excess Ca ii emission
varies from 0 (no excess emission) to 1 (excess emission covering 100% of the local grid cell, assuming an intrinsic excess emission of
10× the quiet chromospheric emission). In all panels, the star is shown in flattened polar projection down to latitudes of −30◦, with the
equator depicted as a bold circle and parallels as dashed circles. Radial ticks around each plot indicate phases of observations.
c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

TTS V2129 Oph

Zeeman-Doppler imaging (ZDI)
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TTS V2129 Oph

Zeeman-Doppler imaging (ZDI)



fields of low-mass MS stars

 ubiquitous to all stars with outer convective zones  
activity & magnetic flux correlate w/ rotation rate > dynamo 

complex fields & intrinsic variability at all timescales 
observations w/ ESPaDOnS & Large Programme w/ NARVAL 

> study topological differences & similarities w/ the Sun

observations



fields of low-mass MS stars

544 REINERS, BASRI, & BROWNING Vol. 692

Figure 6. Magnetic flux Bf as a function of Rossby number. Data are from Saar
(1996, 2001), RB07, and from this work. Eleven stars without measured rotation
periods and with no detection of rotational broadening (v sin i < 3 km s−1),
i.e., lower limits of Ro, are not shown. They would form a vertical line at about
log Ro = −1 but probably lie on top of the rising part of the correlation (see
Reiners 2007). Data from this work are plotted as filled circles, data from RB07
as open circles (M stars), and data from Saar (1996, 2001) as crosses (spectral
types G0–M2). Rotation rates from this work and from RB07 are calculated
from v sin i implying that open and filled circles are Ro/ sin i and are hence
upper limits of Ro.

Figure 7. Normalized X-ray activity as a function of Rossby number in M stars
(using τconv = 70 d) from Kiraga & Stepień (2007). This plot is essentially the
same as their Figure 7 but in logarithmic units, so that the saturation plateau
becomes clear.

highest magnetic flux are smaller than the Rossby numbers of
the other stars in our sample, i.e., whether the Rossby numbers of
YZ CMi and WX UMa are also on the order of log Ro ≈ −2. In
the case of WX Uma, we only have Ro/ sin i, and for a real value
of log Ro = −2 the star would be observed under an inclination
angle of i < 30◦. For WX UMa, this is a viable option. On
the other hand, a rotation period of P = 2.8 d is reported for
YZ CMi, which is in good agreement with an inclination angle
close to i = 90◦ given the estimated radius and the measured
rotation velocity. To push the value of log Ro ≈ −1.4 to −2,
either the rotation velocity must be a factor of four higher
(i < 15◦ implying that the rotation period is wrong), or the
convective overturn time must be longer by the same amount.
Both options seem rather unlikely. We note that Saar (2001)
reported a magnetic flux of Bf = 3.3 kG for YZ CMi, a value
that is somewhat lower than our result. This may indicate that

Figure 8. Correlation between Hα activity and magnetic flux Bf in M stars.
Symbol size scales with inverse Rossby number (large symbols have small Ro).
Triangles are from RB07, circles are from this work.

our value does not reflect an unusually strong average field
strength in YZ CMi, but that the magnetic flux shows rather
large scatter (either due to uncertainties in the measurements or
temporal fluctuations).

The easiest explanation for the two very high values of
Bf > 4 kG is that the scatter in the saturated magnetic
flux level is fairly large, and Bf between 2 and 5 kG might
just be the allowed range at small Rossby numbers (including
observational effects). We have searched for other parameters,
such as exceptionally low gravity, that could cause the high
flux values in the two stars. We did not find any particular
stellar parameter that distingiushes YZ CMi and WX Uma from
other flare stars. In particular, age is probably of little direct
importance for the generation of very high magnetic flux: WX
Uma is an old disk flare star while YZ CMi is a member of the
young disk population (Veeder 1974).

Even if the two strongest magnetic flux measurements are due
to exceptionally small Rossby numbers, this would not explain
the saturation of Bf between log Ro = −2 and −1. Across an
order of magnitude in Ro, Bf varies by at most a factor of a few.
This is in striking contrast to the nearly hundredfold increase in
Bf in going from Ro ≈ 1 to 0.1. We have concluded that both
magnetic flux and chromospheric Hα (as well as coronal X-ray)
emission saturate at small Ro. With the large uncertainties in
Bf , we cannot reliably determine whether there is any super-
saturation effect, with magnetic flux declining in the most rapid
rotators.

Although both emission and magnetic flux appear to saturate
at small Ro, we observe a large scatter of magnetic flux among
the stars with small Ro and likewise some scatter in Hα emission.
We thus examined whether a relation between Hα emission
and magnetic flux still exists at very small Rossby numbers. In
Figure 8, we plot normalized Hα emission versus magnetic
flux for our stars. As expected, log LHα/Lbol grows as Bf
grows from 0 to 2 kG. Beyond that, i.e., in the regime of
saturated magnetic flux, no further increase in chromospheric
emission is observed, although Bf grows as large as 4 kG. No
obvious correlation exists between chromospheric emission and
magnetic flux in the regime of saturation. This could mean that
saturation of chromospheric emission occurs above a certain
level of integrated flux on the star (for example, because the
filling factor reached unity). The field could then grow stronger
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HD 209100, K5 star : max 40 G 
0.7 M⊙, Prot 34 d

V374 Peg, M4 dwarf : max 1.2 kG 
0.3 M⊙, Prot 0.45 d

fields of low-mass MS stars

moderate & 
non-axisymmetric

strong & 
axisymmetric

large-scale fields from Zeeman spectropolarimetry



fields of low-mass MS stars
Stellar magnetism: trends with age & rotation 2367

Figure 4. (a) Correlation between the average large-scale field strength
derived from the ZDI technique ⟨|BV|⟩ and Rossby number Ro, for the non-
accreting stars in our sample. Using Stokes I data, Reiners et al. (2009)
showed that ⟨|BI|⟩ saturates for Ro ! 0.1. Donati et al. (2008c) suggested
that there might be two different levels of saturation (dashed lines) among
the low-mass stars, caused by different efficiencies at producing large- and
small-scale fields. (b) Same as in (a), but now considering the magnetic flux
!V. Note that the bi-modality in the saturation level is removed if !V is
considered instead of ⟨|BV|⟩. Open symbols are as in Fig. 3. Solid lines show
power-law fits considering objects with Ro " 0.1. The dotted line (arbitrary
vertical offset) in the upper panel is indicative of the slope found from ZB
measurements between ⟨|BI|⟩ and Ro (Saar 2001).

change over a stellar magnetic cycle and this fact alone can also be
a source of scatter in our relations (although it is possibly not the
dominant source). For the large-scale field of the Sun, a variation of
a factor of ∼2 in ⟨|BV|⟩ is observed between the two maps used in
this work, when the Sun changed to a simplified, large-scale dipolar
topology at solar minimum (CR 1907) from a more complex one
at maximum (CR 1851). For stars like HD 190711, the variation of
⟨|BV|⟩ among the maps considered in this study is almost a factor
of 3.

3.1.4 Correlations with X-ray luminosity

Another interesting trend we found in our data is between the X-ray
luminosity LX and !V (Fig. 5). For the non-accreting stars we found
that LX ∝ !1.80±0.20

V . If we include the accreting objects, the slope

Figure 5. Correlation between X-ray luminosity LX and large-scale mag-
netic flux (!V = 4πR2

⋆ ⟨|BV |⟩) derived from the ZDI technique for the
non-accreting stars in our sample. The open symbols are as in Fig. 3 and
were not considered in the fit (solid line). The dotted line, at an arbitrary
vertical offset, is indicative of the slope found from ZB measurements for
dwarf stars between LX and !I = ⟨|BI |⟩4πR2

⋆ (Pevtsov et al. 2003). These
slopes are consistent with each other within 3σ , but samples with a large
dynamic range of ⟨|BI|⟩ are desirable to better constrain this result (see text).

Figure 6. Correlation between the ratio of X-ray-to-bolometric luminosity
(LX/Lbol) and large-scale magnetic field derived from the ZDI technique
(⟨|BV|⟩) for the non-accreting stars in our sample. The open symbols are as in
Fig. 3 and were not considered in our fit (solid line). The dashed line indicates
the saturation plateau for Ro ! 0.1 at log(LX/Lbol) ≃ −3.1 (Wright et al.
2011). The dotted line, at an arbitrary vertical offset, is indicative of the
slope found from ZB measurements (derived from results by Saar 2001;
Wright et al. 2011).

between LX and !V flattens and we find that L
(all)
X ∝ !0.913±0.054

V

(fit not shown in Fig. 5).
We also investigate the trend between the ratio of X-ray-to-

bolometric luminosity LX/Lbol and the large-scale magnetic field.
Considering the dwarf stars represented by the filled symbols in
Fig. 6, we found that LX/Lbol ∝ ⟨|BV|⟩1.61 ± 0.15 (solid line).

3.2 Accreting PMS stars

Fig. 1 shows that the accreting stars form a different population
compared to the discless stars. Besides the presence of the disc

MNRAS 441, 2361–2374 (2014)
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fields of low-mass MS stars

distributed dynamos in numerical simulations
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fields of low-mass MS stars

 ubiquitous to all stars with outer convective zones  
activity & magnetic flux correlate w/ rotation rate > dynamo 

complex fields & intrinsic variability at all timescales 
observations w/ ESPaDOnS & Large Programme w/ NARVAL 

> study topological differences & similarities w/ the Sun

observations

dynamo fields
strong & simple poloidal fields in mostly convective stars: distributed dynamos  

moderate & complex fields in mostly radiative stars: mixed dynamos 
activity cycles of stars ≠ than the Sun
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a 2yr magnetic cycle 
for tau Boo - triggered by the 

hot Jupiter?

fields of low-mass MS stars

magnetic cycles of low-mass stars
magnetic cycles detected on a few low-mass stars, e.g., tau Boo, 61 Cyg 

very short cycle periods for F stars, e.g., 2 yr for tau Boo ? 
dynamo cycles of fully-convective M dwarfs



fields of low-mass MS stars
observations

impact on evolution & planets
coronae & winds causing magnetic braking & slow rotation  

fields & winds of low-mass stars can impact close-in planets 

dynamo fields
strong & simple poloidal fields in mostly convective stars: distributed dynamos  

moderate & complex fields in mostly radiative stars: mixed dynamos 
activity cycles of stars ≠ than the Sun

 ubiquitous to all stars with outer convective zones  
activity & magnetic flux correlate w/ rotation rate > dynamo 

complex fields & intrinsic variability at all timescales 
observations w/ ESPaDOnS & Large Programme w/ NARVAL 

> study topological differences & similarities w/ the Sun



fields of low-mass MS stars

modeling winds of low-mass stars

On the environment surrounding close-in exoplanets 7

Figure 2. Left: The final configuration of the magnetic field lines after the wind solution has relaxed in the grid. Over-plotted at the
surface of the star is the observationally reconstructed stellar magnetic field (Fares et al. 2012, 2013), used as boundary condition for
the radial magnetic field. Right: The Alfvén surfaces are shown in grey. Note their irregular, asymmetric shapes due to the irregular
distribution of the observed field. The equatorial (xy) planes of the star, assumed to contain the orbits of the planet, are also shown, as
are the intersections between the xy plane and the Alfvén surface (thin black contour) and the orbital radius of the planet (thick blue
contour).

bit (white circle) lies within the fast magnetosonic surface
of the wind. This does not necessarily mean that at these
orbital positions a bow shock will not be formed surround-
ing HD 73256b’s magnetosphere. Rather, it is the relative

velocity of the planet orbiting through the stellar wind

�u = u� uK'̂, (12)

where uK is the (purely azimuthal) Keplerian velocity of the
planet, that should be compared to the fast magnetosonic

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15
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fields of young low-mass stars
formation of low-mass stars

stars form from the collapse of giant molecular clouds 
magnetic fields play key role in the process  

control accretion, trigger jets / outflows 
remove angular momentum from protostar



fields of young low-mass stars
observations  

strong fields reported but no info on large-scale topologies  
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fields of young low-mass stars
observations  

strong fields reported but no info on large-scale topologies  
coupling with surrounding accretion discs - outflows (winds & jets) 

disc fields & the formation / migration of planets 
coordinated programmes to study large-scale fields of T Tauri stars
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strong Stokes V 
signatures of 

large-scale fields

GQ Lup, cTTS : max 4 kG 
1 M⊙, 2-3 Myr



fields of young low-mass stars

large-scale fields

observations  
strong fields reported but no info on large-scale topologies  

coupling with surrounding accretion discs - outflows (winds & jets) 
disc fields & the formation / migration of planets 

coordinated programmes to study large-scale fields of T Tauri stars

large-scale fields often complex > dominant octupole component 
variability on timescales of yrs > dynamo fields (rather than fossil)  

strong & simple when fully convective, weaker & more complex otherwise 
reflect internal structure > vary on evolutionary timescales
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poloidal large-scale 
field, slow rotation

weak & complex field w/ 
significant toroidal component, 

faster rotation

fields of young low-mass stars

large-scale fields from Zeeman spectropolarimetry

large-scale fields 
reflect internal 

structure



fields of young low-mass stars

large-scale fields

observations  
strong fields reported but no info on large-scale topologies  

coupling with surrounding accretion discs - outflows (winds & jets) 
disc fields & the formation / migration of planets 

coordinated programmes to study large-scale fields of T Tauri stars

large-scale fields often complex > dominant octupole component 
variability on timescales of yrs > dynamo fields (rather than fossil)  

strong & simple when fully convective, weaker & more complex otherwise 
reflect internal structure > vary on evolutionary timescales

magnetospheric accretion & planet formation
coupling w/ accretion disc > explain slow rotation of cTTSs ?  

impact of magnetic fields on rotation & accretion history of PMS stars 
impact of fields on discs & planet formation / migration  



fields of young low-mass stars

3D MHD modeling of magnetospheric accretion
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fields of young low-mass stars

Bz~1 kG

Bθ~0.5 kG

in ~20% of 
inner disc

FU Ori

0.05 AU

strong 
field detected in 
innermost disc of 

FU Ori

magnetic fields of inner accretion discs

a

b

Velocity (km s–1)
–100 100–50 0 50

0

0.96

Magnetic disc model
Observations

Zeeman
signature

Antisymmetric
component

Symmetric
component

1.00

–0.0005

I  /  I c
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Observations
Keplerian disc model
Non-Keplerian disc model

NOTE TO AUTHOR:
There is not enough room to place the labels

to the far right or left and still keep them close
to their respective plot lines, so I created a 

figure key instead

DonatiFig06.pdf   4/15/09   2:12:26 PM

(Donati et al 2005)
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fields of evolved giants

exploring the field of evolved giants

M. Aurière et al.: Magnetic fields of Active Red Giants

ND
<=1G
1-10G

>10G

Fig. 5. Position of our sample stars in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Solar metallicity tracks with rotation of
Charbonnel & Lagarde (2010) and Charbonnel et al. (in prep.) are shown up to the RGB tip for the low-mass stars
(below 2 M⊙), and up to the AGB phase for the intermediate-mass stars. The initial mass of the star (in M⊙) is indi-
cated for each track. The color scale indicates the value of the maximum convective turnover time within the convective
envelope τ(max). The dotted lines delimit the boundaries of the first dredge up phase, which correspond respectively to
the evolutionary points when the mass of the convective envelope encompasses 2.5% of the total stellar mass, and when
the convective envelope starts withdrawing in mass at the end of the first dredge-up. Circles correspond to stars which
are in Massarotti et al. (2008) and squares correspond to other stars, as explained in the text.

observed distribution of low-mass and intermediate-mass
stars in young open clusters (e.g. Huang et al. 2010). The
evolution of the internal angular momentum profile and of
the surface velocity is accounted for with the complete for-
malism developed by Zahn (1992), Maeder & Zahn (1998),
and Mathis & Zahn (2004). Rotation in the convective en-
velope is considered as solid, the rotational period at the
surface of the star being that at the top of the radiative
zone. Note that magnetic braking following the Kawaler
(1988) prescription is applied for masses below or equal to
1.25 M⊙ on the main sequence, but no magnetic braking
is assumed in the following evolution phases nor for the
more massive stars. Additional models including magnetic
braking after the main sequence turnoff will be presented
by Charbonnel et al. (in prep.) where predictions for the

rotation periods will be compared to the observed periods
of our sample stars (when available).

5.2.2. Theoretical turnover timescales and semi-empirical
Rossby numbers

Convective turnover timescale and Rossby number are im-
portant quantities to infer magnetic activity and dynamo
regime. Figure 5 shows the variations of the maximum
convective turnover time2 τ(max) in the convective en-

2 The local convective turnover time at a given radius r in-
side the convective envelope is defined as τ (r) = αHp(r)/Vc(r).
Hp(r) and Vc(r) are the local convective pressure and velocity
scale height. In our models, α = 1.6.

9
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little known to date even on brightest stars, e.g. Arcturus 
weak large-scale fields detected on a large fraction of the sample 

often variable on short timescale > local dynamo



exploring non-fossil fields of hot stars

6 P. Petit et al.: The rapid rotation and complex magnetic field geometry of Vega

July 2008. From the common minimum, we derive a rotation pe-
riod of 0.725 ± 0.008 d in July 2008, against 0.729 ± 0.008 d in
September 2009 (error bars are calculated according to Press et
al. 1992). A similar period search, conducted after grouping all
available data from 2008 and 2009, is strongly a↵ected by the
sparse observing window and remains unconclusive by exhibit-
ing a dense forest of �2

r minima (not pictured here) over the same
period range, with no preferred value of the period.

To estimate the possible impact that the time sampling
adopted to acquire the data may have on the locations of the ob-
served �2

r minima, we run again the same period search, but this
time we shu✏e the spectra by attributing to each spectrum the
Julian date of another spectrum from the same time series, with
a random date permutation. The outcome of this test is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. Using the shu✏ed time-series, we obtain again
a series of �2

r minima over the period domain. The observed �2
r

variations display a significant correlation between the shu✏ed
and actual time series (with a correlation coe�cient of about 0.3,
translating into a false-alarm probability of correlation close to
10�8), suggesting an actual impact of the observing window in
our period search. The Pearson correlation coe�cient obtained
by comparing the actual periodograms is higher and equal to
0.39 (for a false-alarm probability of correlation of 10�12). The
�2

r minima recovered using the proper time-series are generally
lower than those derived from the shu✏ed ones, showing that a
better magnetic model is obtained using properly ordered obser-
vations (a good hint that usable rotationally-modulated signal is
present in our data). No �2

r minimum is showing up around 0.7 d
in the shu✏ed periodograms, suggesting that this feature is not
an artifact generated by the time sampling.

Finally, to test further the robustness of our approach, we re-
place the observed polarized profiles by synthetic profiles com-
puted by ZDI in the reconstruction of the two magnetic maps
described below in Sect. 2.5. These two sets of fake profiles are
computed assuming a same rotation period of 0.7319 d (see be-
low) and for the same time-sampling as the observed data. We
add a Gaussian noise to the new profiles, in order to simulate a
S/N of 20,000 (in rough agreement with our observations). The
periodograms derived from the fake observations are plotted in
the lower panel of Fig. 4. The �2

r variations are, in this case again,
organized in a series of minima, with a Pearson coe�cient of 0.3
between the two data sets and a false-alarm probability of cor-
relation equal to 10�8. The �2

r minimum corresponding to the
input period is showing up in both time-series, and this time this
common minimum is the deepest at both epochs.

In the rest of the analysis, we adopt a value of 0.7319 d for
the rotation period. This value is inside the error bars derived
above and provides us with the best match between the recon-
structed magnetic topology of the star at the two epochs (see be-
low). We choose the Julian date JD = 2454101.5 (2007 January
01 at 00h00 UT) as phase origin.

2.5. Magnetic topology

In spite of the very weak Zeeman signatures produced by the
photosphere of Vega, the detection of a preferred rotation pe-
riod is a good hint that the large number of spectra involved in
the present study can partly compensate for the relatively high
noise content of the Stokes V profiles and carry some useful,
rotationally-modulated magnetic signal that can be modelled by
means of Zeeman-Doppler Imaging.

The magnetic maps reconstructed for July 2008 and
September 2009 are displayed in Fig. 5 and 6, while the quality
of data adjustment is illustrated in Fig. 7. The most recognizable

Fig. 5. Vectorial magnetic map of Vega for 2008 July, in polar
projection. The 3 charts illustrate the field projection onto one
axis of the spherical coordinate frame with the radial, azimuthal,
and meridional field components. The magnetic field strength
is expressed in gauss. The phase origin is set at the bottom of
each chart and rotational phases are increasing in the clockwise
direction.

structure on both maps is a spot of negative radial field centered
on the visible pole, extending down to a latitude of 80 degrees
and exhibiting a peak strength of about 5 G. This axisymmetric
magnetic feature was anticipated by L09 from the shape of the
phase-averaged Stokes V profile, where a negative Zeeman sig-
nature survives the averaging of observations corresponding to
a large variety of rotational phases (showing that the magnetic
feature producing the signature is approximtely axisymmetric),
spanning a very limited range of Doppler velocities (i.e. concen-
trated over a small fraction of the stellar surface) and showing
up very close to the line centre (as expected for a polar spot).

Apart from this prominent polar magnetic structure, other re-
constructed magnetic regions are less obvious to identify when
comparing both epochs. Considering the radial field component
in both years, a large positive patch is consistently visible around
phase 0.7, while the opposite field polarity dominates around
phase 0.25. Magnetic features consistently recovered at the one
year interval are also visible in the azimuthal magnetic compo-
nent, where a positive field region is visible around phase 0.6
in both maps. The comparison is even harder for the meridional
field component, apart from the highest latitudes where positive
field shows up between phase 0 and 0.5, while the opposite po-
larity is confined to rotational phases larger than 0.5.

To help compare the two maps in a more objective and
global way, we can estimate several numerical quantities re-
flecting some general properties of the surface field distribution
and that can easily be derived from the spherical harmonic pro-
jection of the magnetic geometry. We first report a consistent
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exotic fields of hot stars

5-10% of hot stars usually host simple large-scale fossil fields 
are ‘non-magnetic’ hot stars truly non-magnetic?  

weak fields detected on bright hot stars, e.g. Vega 
exotic dynamos triggered by instabilities in radiative envelopes ?



exotic fields of hot stars

magnetic instabilities in radiative envelopes

L. Jouve et al.: 3D evolution of magnetic fields in a di↵erentially rotating stellar radiative zone

Fig. 12. Radial magnetic field close to the surface at time t = tap for the first 2 cases shown in the previous figure for Re = 2 ⇥ 104

(top panels) and for cases at Re = 4 ⇥ 104 (bottom panels) and with Lo = 3 ⇥ 10�3 (left) and Lo = 10�2 (right). The left panels
correspond to the cases where the instability reaches the level of energy of the axisymmetric mode.

vertical wavelength of possible instabilities is limited to small values (compared to the horizontal scale). In this case, for a fixed
toroidal field, the poloidal field is thus stabilising both because the field line pitch decreases (i.e. Bp/B� too large) and/or because
the wavelength of the possible instability is not allowed to exist in the domain. However, for the MRI found here, it is yet unclear
how stabilising would a large poloidal field component be. If we assume that poloidal fields also have a stabilising e↵ect on the
MRI observed here, the higher Lo cases could also experiment a reduction in the growth rate of the instability because of a stronger
impact of the poloidal field. While the ratio B�/Bp gets closer to 1, the field thus tends to quickly relax into a mixed poloidal/toroidal
configuration. An example of such a configuration is shown in Fig.13 where magnetic field lines with diameters proportional to the
total magnetic energy are represented. This snapshot corresponds to the bottom right panel of Fig.12 where hints for a twisted torus
close to the poles were observed. On the 3D representation of the field lines, it is rather clear that twisted structures have formed
in both hemispheres, although the toroidal component is still quite dominant. As stated before, if the field strength of our initial
poloidal field was further increased, the ratio between toroidal and poloidal fields would decrease and the twist of the field lines
(and consequently their pitch angle) would increase, producing twisted tori with a stronger poloidal component. It is worth noting
here that the internal magnetic field configuration in the cases where the instability fully developed is in fact also rather similar to
one twisted torus per hemisphere, even if the toroidal component is stronger compared to the poloidal one, for the reasons just stated
above. As a consequence, even if the observed surface radial field appears drastically di↵erent between the stable and unstable cases
as shown in Fig. 12, the “hidden” internal configuration may always relax after a few Alfvén times into a mixed poloidal/toroidal
configuration similar to what is shown in Fig.13.

Fig. 13. Magnetic field lines representation for the case at Re = 4 ⇥ 104 and Lo = 10�2 at t = tap. The diameter of the field lines is
proportional to the magnetic energy to emphasize the structure of the magnetic field where it is maximum.
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ongoing work w/ 3D 
MHD simulations 



future prospects

new instruments 

worldwide programmes on dynamo fields various classes of stars 
coordinated multi-wavelength campaigns (Xray, UV, nIR, radio) 
> explore magnetic HR diagram & the many faces of dynamos 

test theoretical predictions from numerical simulations   
guide theory towards more realistic dynamo models

coordinated observations & simulations 

SPIRou @ CFHT : nIR cryogenic spectropolarimeter (1-2.4 µm) 
magnetic topologies of low-mass dwarfs & young Suns 

> boost sensitivity to large- & small-scale fields 
> planetary systems of nearby M dwarfs 


